Cubic boron nitride (cBN) is, next to diamond, the second hardest material known. In contrast to diamond, cBN does not react with ferrous metals and is stable against oxidation up to 1300°C [1] . Thus, cBN is a very promising material for tribological applications. The growth of cBN films has been demonstrated using a variety of physical and chemical vapor deposition processes (for detailed review articles, see Refs. 1 and 2). In general, all deposition processes have in common that a low energy ion bombardment (~ 100-500 eV) is required for the nucleation and growth of the cBN [3] . As a consequence of this low energy ion bombardment, the films exhibit very high intrinsic compressive stress (exceeding -10 GPa), which limits the adhesion and the maximum film thickness [1] .
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In order to reduce the stress in cBN films, several relaxation methods have been reported [4] . Among them, a promising option is the use of ion implantation into regions well below the film surface (30 keV-1 MeV) [5, 6] . Following this approach, the combination of sequential in situ ion implantation and film growth has been shown as a method to produce thick films (> 1 µm) [7] . This study has been successfully extended to simultaneous medium-energy ion implantation during the growth by ion beam assisted deposition [8, 9] and magnetron sputtering (MS) [10] . In these investigations, it was found that the stress relaxation is controlled by the flux and energy of the medium-energy ions implanted during the growth. Particularly, the amount of stress release correlates with the number of atomic displacements generated by the medium-energy ion impacts. Post deposition annealing has also been demonstrated to reduce stress in cBN thin films [11, 12] , but is less efficient than ion implantation [6, 12] . Annealing additional to medium energy ion implantation, however, was found to reduce efficiently the structural degradation, which accompanies the ion implantation process [6, 13] .
Despite the effective stress release upon medium-energy ion bombardment, the relaxation mechanisms are not well identified. One way to quantify the film stress evolution and to monitor the stress relaxation during the film growth is to measure in situ the substrate curvature during deposition by means of laser deflection [14] . However, the measurement of the substrate curvature yields the film stress on a macroscopic level (sum of intrinsic, interface, and thermal stresses), which makes it difficult to discern between the contribution of different relaxation mechanisms. The aim of this work was to study the stress relaxation induced by simultaneous medium-energy ion bombardment during the growth by MS on an atomic scale by means of xray diffraction (XRD) using high-brilliance synchrotron radiation and, in this way, identify possible mechanisms involved.
The cBN thin films were prepared by radio frequency MS in Ar/N 2 (35% and 100% N 2 ) discharge. A negative dc substrate bias (-150 V) in combination with negative high voltage (HV) pulses (2-8 kV) were used to enable cBN nucleation and growth and simultaneously achieve stress relaxation. Prior to the nucleation of cBN a ~ 50 nm hexagonal BN (hBN) buffer layer was deposited to improve the adhesion and the total film thickness was 150 nm. For comparison, one sample was produced without medium energy ion bombardment. To prevent delamination, the total thickness of this sample was limited to ∼ 50 nm. The evolution of the stress during deposition was monitored with in situ substrate bending measurements by laser deflection. The details of sample preparation and in situ stress measurement are given in Ref. 10 . The value of residual stress for the films considered in this work and the preparetion parameters are shown in Table 1 . The data show a clear correlation between the stress level and the amount of ion damage induced by the medium-energy ions. The dynamic ion damage that is produced during the HV pulses is expressed in terms of displacements per atom (dpa). The number of dpa was calculated for each sample from the total number of displacements per incoming ion as obtained by SRIM [15] (with the energy of N + being half that of Ar + ), the ion flux, which depends on the HV pulse frequency, and the growth rate (5 nm/s). Additionally, a sample prepared with medium-energy ion implantation (1.2 dpa) was annealed at 900°C after deposition as a reference sample with no or very low stress.
XRD measurements were performed at the ROssendorf Beam Line (ROBL) [16] at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF). The experiments were done under grazing incidence to minimize the signal coming from the Si substrate. The wavelength of the incident x-ray was 1.2 Å (10.3 keV) and the angle of incidence (θ) was set to 0.2°, slightly above the critical angle for total internal reflection (α c = 0.19°) to enhance the intensity of the signal. For each sample in-plane (2ω) and out-of-plane (2θ) scans were performed. In this way, lattice planes oriented perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the surface can be detected and a biaxial stress in the samples can be mapped. Figure 1 shows the data recorded in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (b) detector scans for cBN samples produced with different medium-energy ion damage. The sample grown without HV pulses (lowest curve in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) ) is used as a reference representing a nonrelaxed cBN film and, hence, with high compressive stress. In the inplane geometry, the Bragg peaks related to the hBN (002) and cBN (111) reflections are identified. The hBN signal originates mainly from the hBN buffer layer. In the out-of-plane geometry, the hBN (002) peak vanishes due to the preferential orientation of this buffer layer with the c axis parallel to the substrate, which is typical for hBN grown under low energy ion bombardment [17] . The cBN (111) diffraction peak in all samples is more intense in the out-of-plane than in the in-plane scan, indicating a preferential orientation of the cBN(111) planes parallel to the surface. This texture is more pronounced in the sample grown without HV pulses (nonrelaxed) and it is attenuated with the addition of medium-energy ion bombardment. (111) values from the cBN films are larger than for the cBN powder reference. This is most likely due to the nanocrystalline structure and incorporation of defects as a result of the deposition process. The d(111) interplanar distance is larger in the out-of-plane than in the in-plane direction, indicating a pronounced biaxial state of compressive stress. For the additionally annealed sample, the isotropic lattice spacing, with equal inplane and out-of-plane values, indicates a complete relaxation of the structure. Upon the thermal treatment, apart from annealing of defects, the residual stress can also be partially accumulated at the interface due to the fact that above 600°C plastic deformation occurs in the Si substrate [19] . In any case, the results show that the combination of post-annealing and medium-energy ion bombardment can be efficiently used to produce stressfree cBN by MS. For the samples grown under medium-energy ion bombardment, the in-plane and out-of-plane d(111) distances converge towards the value of the annealed sample with increasing ion-induced damage, in agreement with the macroscopic stress values displayed in Table 1 . This is a clear indication that the ion bombardment leads to a strain relaxation at an atomic scale and within the cBN grains.
The size of the cBN grains is ~ 3 nm and ~ 6 nm for the out-of-plane and in-plane directions, respectively, as determined from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the cBN (111) reflection. These values are not affected by the ion bombardment nor by the annealing procedure, the latter in agreement with the observations by Donner et al. [11] . Hence, it can be stated that the medium-energy ion bombardment does not induce an amorphization nor a phase transformation of the cBN crystalline grains. High stability of the cBN phase against ion bombardment has also been reported by Eyhusen et al. [20] . Therefore, the observed macroscopic stress relaxation is mainly caused by a strain relaxation due to the removal of point defects within the cBN grains and not by a phase transformation into hBN. This process is likely the result of the thermal spikes induced by the medium-energy ion impacts, where the ratio of newly formed defects and annealed defects is very low for the considered ion energies [21] . The thermal spikes are also implied in the analytical model of ion-induced stress formation in thin films by Davis [22] , to explain the stress reduction at higher ion energies. Therefore the stress in the cBN is effectively released by the medium energyion bombardment, although additional displacements are introduced.
Complementary to the results presented in this paper, infrared (IR) spectroscopy revealed a significant increase of hBN for ion damage values exceeding 1 dpa [10] . This phase transformation is not detected in the XRD analysis and could be understood considering the presence of an x-ray amorphous phase with mixed sp 2 /sp 3 bonding that is less stable upon ion bombardment than the nanocrystalline cBN grains. In fact, it has been shown that a mixture of sp 2 
/sp
3 phases is not stable upon ion irradiation and transformation towards sp 2 occurs above a certain ion dose threshold [20] . Therefore, the increase in the hBN content detected by IR spectroscopy for large dpa must be attributed to a phase transformation in the amorphous matrix and not to a decrease of the cBN crystalline phase. In any case, this phase transformation can be minimized by using working conditions leading to an ion damage below the threshold value (1 dpa) while inducing similar amount of stress relaxation, as shown in Fig. 2 . The results also indicate that the optimum iondamage threshold could be increased and the relaxation process is more efficient by enhancing the crystallinity of the cBN phase during the growth.
In conclusion, XRD analysis has shown that effective stress relaxation in cBN thin films upon simultaneous medium-energy ion bombardment during the growth process takes place at an atomic scale. The crystalline cBN phase is very stable under ion bombardment and the stress relaxation occurs within the cBN grains. The main path of stress relaxation seems to be annihilation of interstitials and atomic rearrangements as a result of the thermal spikes induced by the mediumenergy bombardment. However, additional postdeposition annealing is required for complete relaxation of the structure. The stress relaxation process could be more efficient by operation under conditions leading to a higher crystallinity of the cBN phase.
